CALL FOR APPLICATIONS

KONSTANZIA FELLOWSHIP

The Equal Opportunity Council of the University of Konstanz offers 10 Konstanzia Fellowships for women and gender minorities¹ at postdoctoral level in Humanities and Social Sciences on the verge of a professorship. The Fellowship provides mentoring and support tailored to the individual needs.

- Duration: 18 months
- Funding term: Sept 2017 until March 2019
- Modules: Mentoring, network meetings, coaching, training, co-funding
- Precondition: Ongoing position resp. working contract
- Submission deadline: 2017/06/15

Interested postdocs should contact Tanja Edelhäußer (tanja.edelhaeusser@uni.kn, Tel. 88-5314) or Gudrun Damm (Gudrun.damm@uni.kn, Tel. 88-4780) to meet prior to the application process.

More information:
https://www.uni-konstanz.de/gleichstellungsreferat/gleichstellung/angebote-und-ausschreibungen/finanzielle-foerderungen/

¹ Gender minorities refers to researchers whose identity varies from traditional gender norms, e.g. transgender, transsexual or intersex.